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The Motivating Effects of Temporal Landmarks: Evidence from the Field and Lab

Jonathan Lee*
Hengchen Dai**

I. INTRODUCTION

People often set and strive for goals in their pursuit of a better self. For example, individuals may commit to health goals, such as eating less junk food or quitting smoking; others may set relationship goals, such as being more compassionate and attentive; and criminals may declare their intention to abstain from illegal behaviors. Despite their best intentions, however, individuals often find themselves committing undesirable actions in violation of their goals. Dieters may fail to resist temptation and eat a donut; spouses may fail to control their emotions and lash out at loved ones after a stressful work day; and formerly incarcerated individuals may fall prey to their old, unlawful habits. Failed attempts at following through on their good intentions may lead individuals to believe they are not capable of making positive changes. This resignation may foster a “what the hell” rationalization – the tendency to engage further in undesirable behaviors following a first step in the unwanted direction – and lock individuals with past failures in an undesired, negative cycle.¹

What could free individuals from this cycle? Are there naturally arising points in time when people tend to feel untarnished by their past imperfections and become more determined than usual to tackle their goals? This article reviews recent work in the field of judgment and decision-making that examines (a) what types of external events can generate feelings of a fresh start, (b) how these events affect individuals’ goal motivation, and (c) how insights about

these external events can be capitalized to design “nudge” techniques that steer people towards future-oriented decisions.\(^2\) Specifically, this article will first introduce the concept of “temporal landmarks” and discuss why temporal landmarks may feel like fresh starts and inspire the pursuit of self-improvement goals. Next, it will review studies that examine the relationship between temporal landmarks and goal motivation, including one that presents a field application of leveraging temporal landmarks to promote future-oriented decisions. It will conclude with a discussion about the potential implications of this stream of research for policymakers interested in designing nudge interventions.

### II. The Psychology of the Fresh Start Effect

The line of work reviewed in this article examines the effects of temporal landmarks on individuals’ engagement in goal pursuit.\(^3\) Temporal landmarks are distinct events that “stand in marked contrast to the seemingly unending stream of trivial and ordinary occurrences that happen to us everyday.”\(^4\) Temporal landmarks include personally meaningful life events such as birthdays, job changes, and being released from prison. In addition to events with personal meaning, temporal landmarks also include transition points on calendars, such as the beginning of the week, month, season, and year, as well as holidays. By demarcating the boundaries of adjacent time periods, temporal landmarks help people organize memories, experiences, and activities.

Dai and her colleagues propose that temporal landmarks can increase people’s motivation to tackle their goals.\(^5\) By delineating the passage of time and opening new temporal periods, temporal landmarks make people feel psychologically separated from their past selves. For example, a newlywed may feel different from her pre-wedding self, and a person who just turned thirty may

---

2. RICHARD H. THALER & CASS R. SUNSTEIN, NUDGE: IMPROVING DECISIONS ABOUT HEALTH, WEALTH, AND HAPPINESS 6 (2008). “Nudge” is defined as “any aspect of the choice architecture that alters people’s behavior in a predictable way without forbidding any options or significantly changing their economic incentives.” Id.


5. See generally Dai, Milkman & Riis, Fresh Start, supra note 3; Dai, Milkman & Riis, Imperfections, supra note 3.
feel that he is not the same person he was at twenty-nine.6 This process allows people to relegate their failures and imperfections to the previous temporal period and their past selves, reducing bearing on their present selves. As a result, following temporal landmarks individuals may feel more confident in their ability to reach their goals and thus be more likely to take action.7 Also, people may feel the urge to behave according to their new, more positive self-image8 and act on their self-improvement goals. Furthermore, people may find it aversive to deviate from their goals following a temporal landmark, as negative acts are now no longer “one of many” but will instead stick out and ruin the “clean slate” that follows the temporal landmark.9 In addition, temporal landmarks (such as milestone birthdays, deaths of significant others) may prompt people to take stock of their lives10 and focus on their long-term goals instead of their short-term interests.11 Connecting all of these arguments, Dai and her colleagues hypothesize that temporal landmarks are associated with increased goal motivation, an effect they dub the “fresh start effect.”12

9. See Dai, Milkman & Riis, Imperfections, supra note 3. See also Chip Heath, Richard P. Larrick & George Wu, Goals as Reference Points, 38 COGNITIVE PSYCHOL. 79 (1999), and Soman & Cheema, supra note 1, for studies concluding that the failure to obtain goals results in negative emotion and poorer subsequent performance.
10. Adam L. Alter & Hal E. Hershfield, People Search for Meaning When They Approach a New Decade in Chronological Age, 111 PNAS 17066 (2014).
12. See Dai, Milkman & Riis, Fresh Start, supra note 3; Dai, Milkman & Riis, Imperfections, supra note 3. The first three psychological processes that we describe in this paragraph (i.e., the increase in confidence, the desire to maintain a positive self-image, and the aversion to ruin a clean slate) are likely to be more suitable for positive temporal landmarks (e.g., getting married, the birth of a baby) than for negative temporal landmarks (e.g., getting a divorce, the death of a family member). The last psychological process (i.e., taking a big stock of life) may apply to both positive and negative temporal landmarks. We note that the temporal landmarks reviewed in our article are either neutral or positive.
III. Past Research Establishing the Fresh Start Effect

The first paper that we review examines how engagement in goal-related activities changes following temporal landmarks by analyzing archival data. In Study 1, the researchers collected 3104 days’ worth of data from “Google Insights for Search” on the daily number of Google searches for the term “diet” – a proxy for public interest in dieting, one of the most popular New Year’s resolutions. The researchers used regression analyses to predict daily searches for the term “diet” as a function of a variety of temporal landmarks, including the beginning of the week, month, and year, as well as U.S. federal holidays. Consistent with their hypothesis, the researchers found that searches for the term “diet” increased at the start of a new week (by 14.4%), a new month (3.7%), a new year (82.1%), as well as following federal holidays (10.2%), relative to baseline.

In Study 2, the researchers examined actual engagement behaviors by analyzing gym attendance data for 11,912 members of a university-affiliated fitness center during a 442-day span. The researchers found that, as compared to the baseline of gym attendance frequency, the probability of individuals visiting the gym on a given day increased at the beginning of a new week (by 33.4%), a new month (14.4%), a new year (11.6%), and a new semester (47.1%), as well as following the university’s breaks (24.3%) and the individual members’ birthdays (7.5%).

Study 3 demonstrated the generalizability of the fresh start effect. In light of the concern that findings in the first two studies reflected responses to overindulgence prior to temporal landmarks, the researchers examined a broad set of goals, which included health-irrelevant goals (such as goals in the domain of career, education, and finance). Specifically, they examined 66,062 commitment contracts by 43,012 users of a goal-setting website, StickK.com. A “commitment contract” on StickK.com is a binding agreement that users sign voluntarily that imposes a financial penalty if they fail to achieve their goals.

14. Id.
15. Id. at 2567.
16. Id. at 2569. Baseline refers to the average daily search volume at the end of a week, at the end of a month, at the end of a year, and on days that are not the first day after federal holidays, respectively.
17. Id. at 2569–70.
18. Id. at 2572. This effect size is estimated based on an analysis of gym attendance records for the 2706 students whose birthdates were made available to researchers. Id. This paper found that gym attendance frequency was higher immediately after birthdays (with the exception of the twenty-first birthday) and then declined over the course of the birth year. Id.
19. Id. at 2573.
20. Id.
Creating a commitment contract not only indicates a strong intention to pursue a goal, but it also can facilitate goal pursuit. The researchers first tested the fresh start effect among all types of goals, combining health-relevant and health-irrelevant goals. Compared to baseline, people’s likelihood of creating a commitment contract increased at the beginning of a new week (by 62.9%), a new month (23.6%), and a new year (145.3%), as well as following federal holidays (55.1%) and their birthdays (2.6%). These results remained basically the same when researchers exclusively focused on health-irrelevant goals.

To summarize, across three field contexts, this paper demonstrates that individuals take active steps to pursue personal goals following a host of temporal landmarks, including both calendar and personal landmarks. These landmarks transition individuals between time periods, which may lead these individuals to feel as though they have a fresh start.

IV. CAUSAL EVIDENCE FOR THE FRESH START EFFECT AND AN UNDERLYING MECHANISM

While the first paper we reviewed provides correlational evidence for the fresh start effect using field archival data, the second paper we reviewed establishes the causal effect of temporal landmarks on goal motivation through a series of laboratory experiments. For example, in one experiment (Study 1A), the researchers examined whether individuals were more likely to engage in activities conducive to goal pursuit on a day highlighted as a temporal landmark compared to when it was described as an ordinary day. Specifically, in early March 2014, researchers recruited online survey participants who wanted to receive a reminder about a goal they planned to begin pursuing in April. Participants chose when they would like to receive the reminder from a list of seven days (March 18 to 24, 2014) and were randomly assigned to one of two experimental conditions. In the two conditions, the seven days were objectively the same, but the date of March 20, 2014, was framed differently, either as a temporal landmark (“Thursday; The First Day of Spring 2014”) or as an

21. Id.
23. Dai, Milkman & Riis, Fresh Start, supra note 3, at 2574.
24. Id. at 2576.
25. One exception is that the relationship between birthdays and the likelihood of creating a commitment contract remained positive but became statistically insignificant. Id. at 2575.
26. See id. at 2563–82.
27. See Dai, Milkman & Riis, Imperfections, supra note 3.
28. Id. at 1928–29.
29. Id. at 1928.
30. Id. at 1929.
ordinary day ("Thursday; The Third Thursday in March 2014"). Consistent with their hypothesis that goal-related activities are more appealing on temporal landmarks, researchers found that people chose to receive a goal reminder on March 20 more frequently when the date was highlighted as the first day of spring – a temporal landmark (25.61%) – than when it was labeled a normal day (7.23%).

The researchers also tested their proposed psychological mechanism underlying the “fresh start effect” – that is, that temporal landmarks psychologically disconnect people from their imperfect past selves and thus motivate them to pursue their aspirations and behave in line with their positive self-view. In one experiment (Study 4), researchers recruited online survey participants who failed to achieve a goal in the past and wanted to pursue that same goal again in the near future. Participants were asked to imagine that they had recently moved to a new apartment. Building on past research showing that first experiences are perceived as more momentous and more likely to serve as a temporal landmark, the researchers randomly assigned participants to one of two conditions and manipulated whether the apartment move was their first move (and thus felt like a salient temporal landmark). Specifically, participants in the temporal landmark condition were asked to imagine that they moved to a new apartment for the first time since their arrival to the city nine years ago, whereas those in the control condition were asked to imagine that they had been moving every year for the past nine years. Then participants rated (a) how motivated they would be to begin pursuing the goal they described earlier in the survey and (b) how psychologically separated they would feel from their imperfect past selves that previously failed to achieve the goal. Researchers found that when the apartment move was described as a first experience and became a salient temporal landmark people felt more disconnected from their imperfect past selves, which further increased their motivations to tackle their goals as compared to when the same apartment move was described as a routine experience and did not feel like a temporal landmark.

31. Id.
32. Id.
33. Id. at 1932–33.
34. Id. at 1933.
37. Id.
38. Id.
V. A FIELD APPLICATION OF THE FRESH START EFFECT

The two papers discussed above demonstrate that people are more engaged in aspirational activities following naturally arising temporal landmarks and on days highlighted as temporal landmarks. To capitalize on these insights, Dai and her colleagues conducted a nine-month field experiment in the domain of retirement savings. The experiment included 8682 employees at four U.S. universities who received a mailing encouraging them to increase their contributions to a retirement savings plan. Participants were randomly assigned to one of three experimental conditions: the no-delay condition, in which participants were invited to increase saving immediately; the standard-delay condition, in which participants were offered two options and could increase saving either immediately or after a time delay (such as two months); and the fresh-start-delay condition, in which participants were offered two options and could increase saving either immediately or after a time delay that referenced a temporal landmark (such as after the participant’s next birthday). Participants in all conditions had the option to increase their contributions immediately. The experimental conditions differed in the presence and framing of the second option, which allowed the researchers to test the efficacy of two “nudge” interventions in improving retirement savings: a pre-commitment nudge and a fresh-start nudge.

A pre-commitment nudge encourages individuals to commit to a decision in advance. Individuals typically myopically overweight the present and neglect their future utilities, which is one reason for undersaving. Such present bias can be mitigated by a pre-commitment nudge because individuals are more likely to consider long-term benefits when making decisions for the future as compared to making decisions for the present. This insight is one of several psychological principles that contribute to the success of the Save More Tomorrow (“SMarT”) program, a savings program that allows individuals to pre-commit to diverting a subset of their future pay raises to their retirement

41. See Beshears, Dai, Milkman & Benartzi, supra note 3.
42. Id. at 1–2.
43. Id. at 8–9.
44. Id. at 3.
45. Id. at 5–6.
46. See generally Ted O’Donoghue & Matthew Rabin, Doing It Now or Later, 89 AM. ECON. REV. 103 (1999).
47. See generally Katherine L. Milkman, Todd Rogers & Max H. Bazerman, Harnessing Our Inner Angels and Demons: What We Have Learned About Want/Should Conflicts and How That Knowledge Can Help Us Reduce Short-Sighted Decision Making, 3 PERSP. ON PSYCHOL. SCI. 324 (2008).
savings account.49 Inspired by the SMarT program, Dai and her colleagues tested a modified pre-commitment nudge and presented a clean test of the effect of offering a pre-commitment option on retirement savings.50 Specifically, participants in the standard-delay condition of the field experiment were simultaneously offered the option to increase savings immediately and the option to increase savings in the future (at a time delay of two-to-six months pre-specified on the mailing).51 Since all participants were asked to mail back the response card by the same deadline, those who chose to increase savings later essentially pre-committed to save more in the future.52

The fresh-start nudge was applied to the fresh-start-delay condition in which participants had both an opportunity to increase savings immediately and an opportunity to increase savings at a time delay that was described in relation to a temporal landmark (such as “following your next birthday” or “following New Year’s”).53 These participants received objectively identical options as those in the standard-delay condition because the length of the time delay was held constant between two conditions, with the only difference being whether the delayed savings option was associated with an upcoming temporal landmark.54 The researchers expected that the fresh-start nudge – combining pre-commitment with a future temporal landmark – could attract more individuals who would not have contributed to the retirement plan otherwise, leading to more savings than the pre-commitment nudge alone.

First, the researchers compared the no-delay condition (in which people only had the option to increase savings immediately) with the standard-delay condition to assess the efficacy of offering a pre-commitment option. To their surprise, the pre-commitment nudge decreased average contribution rates by 0.14 percentage points, which is statistically significant, relative to the no-delay condition, in which participants only had the option to increase savings immediately.55 But, as the researchers predicted, the fresh-start nudge (combining pre-commitment with a time delay associated with a temporal landmark)
boosted savings relative to the pre-commitment nudge alone. Specifically, the average contribution rates were 0.10 percentage points higher in the fresh-start-delay condition than in the standard-delay condition where the objectively identical delayed option was not framed in terms of temporal landmarks. In particular, when the temporal landmark was an individual’s birthday, average contribution rates were increased by 0.22 percentage points, which is statistically significant, compared to the standard-delay condition. Finally, average contribution rates insignificantly differed between the fresh-start-delay and the no-delay conditions, suggesting that associating a time delay with a future temporal landmark mitigated the negative effects of offering a standard-delay option on savings. This experiment provides the first test of a fresh-start nudge in a field setting. The results suggest that highlighting future temporal landmarks as an opportunity for positive behavior change (without a delayed option) might spur future-oriented decisions, such as saving more for retirement.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This article summarizes three recent research papers that test the fresh start effect using large-scale archival datasets, laboratory experiments, and a field experiment. Taken together, these papers demonstrate that individuals plan to, or actually do, engage in a variety of goal-related activities (such as attending the gym, creating a commitment contract, signing up to receive a goal reminder, and increasing retirement savings) more frequently following temporal landmarks than on other dates. One mechanism underlying this fresh start effect is that temporal landmarks create psychological separation from an “old me” and motivate people to behave in accordance with the image of a “new me.”

These results suggest new ways policymakers may “nudge” individuals to follow through on their good intentions. Those recently released from prison and, relatedly, those with previous juvenile records could especially benefit from recognizing opportunities for fresh starts. These individuals have high rates of criminal recidivism, and federal and local governments have strived to provide opportunities for those previously incarcerated to reintegrate them back into society – for example, by expanding access to technical training and jobs, as well as offering reentry education programs. These assistance and

56. Id. at 19–22.
57. Id. at 19–20.
58. Id. at 20.
59. Id. at 21–22.
education programs, however, have difficulty attracting individuals with a criminal record to participate in the first place. Those individuals may be more receptive to taking active steps towards change following temporal landmarks (such as a birthday, a move to a new neighborhood, and the birth of a child) when they feel a sense of separation from their old, imperfect selves. Thus, encouraging them to obtain assistance and training following temporal landmarks may be more effective in facilitating change. Importantly, young adults can potentially have their juvenile records expunged following their eighteenth birthdays. Thus, for juveniles, highlighting the fresh start inherent in their eighteenth birthdays may not only separate them from the past via a literal clean slate but also equip them with a cognitive motivation not to taint the clean record.

Temporal landmarks may have a particularly strong impact on engagement in activities that only require a spike in motivation (e.g., opening a retirement savings account, obtaining a physical examination, and signing up for an education program). The positive effect of temporal landmarks may not be sufficiently long lasting to sustain engagement in activities that require persistence. Dai and her colleagues came to this speculation after conducting a large-scale field experiment on medication adherence in collaboration with Humana, a U.S. insurance company. More than 13,000 Humana customers received one reminder mailing that encouraged them to regularly take medications and contained a magnet on which customers could write their specific plans for taking their medications. Sending reminders to customers around temporal landmarks (either three weeks after New Year’s Day or two weeks within a customer’s birthday) did not significantly increase medication adherence over the three-month observation period, as compared to sending reminders on other normal days. One potential explanation for the failure of the fresh-start-based intervention in this field experiment is that improving medication adherence requires persistence, while the increase in motivation following temporal landmarks may only last for a short period.

62. See 50-State Comparison: Judicial Expungement, Sealing, and Set-Aside, RESTORATION RTS. PROJECT (June 2017), http://ccresourcecenter.org/resources-2/restoration-of-rights/50-state-comparison/judicial-expungement-sealing-and-set-aside/ (providing a fifty-state survey regarding the practice of expunging records for juvenile offenders after the age of majority). The curious reader should refer to the entire survey, as rules for expungement vary across jurisdictions, and pay particular attention to the rules of Alaska, Arizona, the District of Columbia, Iowa, Michigan, Montana, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Utah, West Virginia, and Wyoming, which the authors believe may provide opportunities for the fresh start effect.


64. Id.

65. Id. at 454.
Even fleeting fresh-start feelings, however, can be valuable; many simple actions can have a long-lasting effect (such as signing up for a 401(k), getting a vaccination, and taking a preventive test), yet people often procrastinate on tackling these one-shot goals. For example, people who have been incarcerated may realize that enrolling in a mentorship program or signing up for a training program can reduce their rates of recidivism, but they may repeatedly put off taking these desirable actions. The increase in motivation associated with fresh-start feelings following temporal landmarks may be sufficient to spur them to begin to attend these programs and services. Once incarcerated individuals begin, the social accountability and support they receive may reduce recidivism and benefit them in the long run. In summary, future research that examines how to design effective interventions based on the “fresh start effect” for different populations would be valuable because temporal landmarks have the potential to help individuals feel relieved of their past imperfections and identify opportunities for self-improvement.